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Abstract: Content distribution through roadside Access Points (APs) has become indispensable for vehicular users to obtain good road 
safety. Cooperative Content Distribution System for Vehicles (CCDSV) operates upon a network of infrastructure APs to distribute 
contents to moving vehicles collaboratively. In this paper, a Cooperative Content Distribution System for Vehicles using cooperative APs 
in a hybrid structure called the contact map, that takes advantage of the roadside units ( RSUs) that are connected to the Internet and 
providing various types of information to VANET users, is introduced. A new LMS (Live Multimedia Streaming) scheme using Symbol-
level network coding (SLNC) mechanism to secure the system is also included. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Vehicular Adhoc Networks (VANETs) aid vehicles to 
communicate with each other and with roadside units 
(RSUs).Content distribution to vehicular users via wireless 
network access shows potential service which is essential in 
assisting better road safety and enhancement of driving 
experience. Although the cellular network is basically 
accepted because of its omnipresent accessibility, it 
experiences an fiery growth of subscribers and the demands 
for multimedia contents seem to go beyond its capability 
limit. However the Wi-Fi-based Access Points (APs) have 
shown their probability in content distribution for vehicles. 
These APs can be either Roadside Units (RSUs) put up by 
network service providers or Hot-spots that are established in 
roadside shops or buildings and arranged for public access. In 
spite of the fact that these APs are eminent by short-range 
coverage they are comparatively cheaper and it is possible to 
have simple deployment and high data access rate. The 
general architecture of Wi-Fi-based vehicular content 
distribution system is made up of a network of interconnected 
APs, which are geologically set in positions near the roads, 
running the tailored protocols for collaboration. A Vehicular 
Ad hoc network is shown in fig.1. 
 

 
Figure 1: Vehicular Adhoc network 

 

The APs can communicate with each other via backhaul links 
to the Internet. Data-origin servers are the content 
distributers, providing vehicular users with both the shared 
and private contents. However such network access schemes 
face many challenges on the system design for effective 
content distribution to vehicles restraining the data transfer 
opportunities. In order to resolve the various confronts in 
vehicular content distribution, several recent works accepted 
prefetching scheme, which is extensively helpful to computer 
structural design, web accessing, etc. The requested data is 
prefetched onto the APs ahead along the vehicle path that can 
then download the prefetched data with a high throughput 
when connection is expected, without resorting to the remote 
server or being delayed by the AP’s backhaul link. Such 
techniques, on the contrary, demand careful design when it is 
applied to large-scale and real systems. 
 
2. Related Works 
 
In this section, quite a few important issues arising from the 
design of a prefetching system for vehicular content 
distribution are presented and the related works and their 
limitations are investigated. The content distribution systems 
based on prefetching require the mobility prediction 
component to predict the vehicular trajectory and the APs 
that will be connected by the vehicles shortly[1].Accordingly, 
the prediction accuracy directly affects the system 
performance, since false prediction would make the vehicle 
miss the prefetched data[2]. However the accuracy of 
mobility prediction is not easy to maintain at a high level and 
it varies mostly [5] especially under the highly dynamic 
vehicular environment [6]. Furthermore, the intelligent AP 
selection [7] which is based on the ever-changing metrics of 
APs such as signal strength, available wireless bandwidth etc. 
worsens such prediction accuracy when a vehicle is exposed 
to several surrounding APs [8]. Majority of the prior works 
have the design of prefetching component and mobility 
prediction component separately, not including the explicit 
consideration that whether the prefetching component can 
still work correctly under low-accuracy mobility predictions 
or not. 
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Yet, most of the related works assume unlimited storage 
resources. In [2], storage limitation is taken into 
consideration and the system uses a centralized content 
manager that periodically executes the content distribution 
algorithm to decide on the APs to cache parts of the 
requested files while satisfying the storage restraint. Due to 
the high vehicular speed and small AP coverage, the 
vehicular download process usually continues across multiple 
APs and thus it is common for the original multimedia 
content to be divided into multiple pieces and be stored along 
the specific Aps placed ahead [10]. A secure and efficient 
scheme with privacy preservation is proposed by Li et al. 
[11] where a vehicle needs to acquire a blind signature before 
it can access the desired services from the RSU in close 
proximity. A service provider (SP) verifies the validity of 
signatures. An RSU is made to sign and deliver messages to 
end users on behalf of Certificate Authority (CA) discussed 
in [13],. The CA obtains a secondary secret key from its 
private key and sends it to the RSU. The receiver verifies by 
checking both the correctness of the key signature and the 
location of the sender. 
 
More recently, Symbol-level network coding (SLNC) was 
proposed by Katti et.al. [16], to improve unicast throughput 
in wireless mesh networks. It is inspired from the observation 
that in lossy wireless links, for a packet received with errors, 
some symbols of the packet are still likely to be received 
correctly. SLNC can gain benefits from both network coding 
and symbol-level diversity. A cooperative transmission 
scheme based on SLNC is proposed by Kim et.al. [17], to 
explore its use in the physical layer of multichannel wireless 
networks (such as WiMAX). It is shown in a recent work 
[18], that SLNC outperforms PLNC (Packet Level Network 
Coding) for content distribution in VANETs. 
 
3. Vehicular Content Distribution 
 
The proposed CCDSV is a prefetching system built upon 
cooperative APs for speeding up content distribution to 
vehicular users and efficiently utilizing the resource of 
storage and backhaul bandwidth on APs. This CCDSV 
provides the maximum vehicular download performance 
which is obtained from the APs while reducing as possible 
both the data and control traffic introduced into the set of 
APs. In addition, a special technique in constructing the 
contact map which is defined as an overlay structure on top 
of the network of APs and encoding the vehicle-AP contact 
patterns, in order to accurately predict the future contact APs 
and feed comprehensive information to the prefetching 
component is also implemented. A new representative-based 
prefetching strategy for upgrading the stability of the system 
performance in the occurrence of varied mobility prediction 
accuracy and at the same time, controlling the overhead 
incurred is used. The storage containing the prefetched 
contents and cached contents which coexist is managed 
efficiently. Additionally the metric, RankSum of the 
neighboring APs in the contact map for selecting the prefetch 
contents with the intention of augmenting the information 
utility under practical network coding is included The 
detailed descriptions of the techniques are covered in the 
following sections. 
 
 
 

3.1 Contact map 
 
Contact map is the structure on top of the APs network and it 
encodes the observed patterns of vehicle-AP contacts. 
Contact map is used for predicting a vehicle’s potential 
contact AP(s) to the lead on the route and the respective 
transition probabilities to them. After predicting the APs and 
probabilities, the building blocks are formed for 
representative-AP selection. A table with three columns, 
[next ap, previous ap, probability] to represent the local view 
is used. A vehicle V is assumed to have sequentially contact 
three APs, aps, api and apt. Through V’s feedback, api can 
observe the contact sequence (. . . , aps, api, apt . . .) and then 
update the corresponding row of its local view table with a 2-
tuple (apt, aps) update probability, if there exists a row with 
(next_ap, previous_ap) = (apt, aps); otherwise, add a new 
row. The corresponding probability of this row is calculated 
as 
 

Prob (api  apt |aps) = �
���� → ���|����
����� → ����

 (1) 
 
WhereN (api  apt |aps) is the number of times the tuple (apt, 
aps) has been observed (initially set to 1 if this tuple is first 
added) and N(aps  api) is the sum of observation numbers of 
all the rows with previous_ap being aps. The prediction 
function at an AP (says api) returns a set of potential APs, 
R(i), to be contacted next and the respective transition 
probabilities Pi(j) for each apj R(i). For vehicles which can 
provide the identity of the previous contact AP, say aps, the 
predicting AP api can directly make the prediction by 
querying its local view table with the keyword aps to obtain 
the results list. Otherwise, the prediction function of api will 
return all the APs in NB+(i) (here R(i) = NB+(i)) with 
transition probability for each one as 
 

Pi(x) = Σ Pi(x/y). Prob (apy  api) (2) 
 
With the aim of giving sufficient time for the APs ahead to 
complete the prefetching; it is sometimes not enough to 
consider the prefetching on the next-contact APs alone. 
 
3.2 Representative-Based Prefetching Approach 
 
The foremost goal of the Representative-based AP selection 
is to optimize the selection of a set of prefetching APs. In 
other words, the system can offer requesting vehicles with 
maximum gain in download performance. Actually there 
presentative-based approach groups the look ahead-APs into 
an overlay structure consisting of clusters with representative 
APs as cluster heads and client APs as cluster members. To 
enumerate the performance gain and loss, the metric 
vehicular download volume (VDV), i.e. the data volume a 
vehicle can download from the AP, is defined. After that D(i, 
j) is determined as the VDV at Api which fetches data from 
entity j (either the remote data-origin server or a 
representative AP) to satisfy the download request. 
 
Prefetching for one vehicle can cause the replacement of 
some contents previously prefetched for other vehicles 
because of the predetermined storage capacity and thus risk 
degrading the overall performance in terms of VDV. Hence 
the storage management algorithm tries to expel a set of 
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prefetched objects with minimum loss in terms of VDV while 
facing insufficient storage space. Next the value for prefetch 
volume (PV), i.e., the size of the content to be prefetched is 
determined. The prefetch volume is upper bound by the 
vehicle-AP contact capacity (CC) which is the maximum data 
volume a vehicle in driving can download from an AP. Then 
the objective of maximizing the overall vehicular download 
volume into an optimization problem is formulated. 
 
3.3 Network Coding 
 
The APs prefetch data in units of pieces as the encoding is 
done at piece level. Capricious combination of pieces in 
network coding makes no piece in the same generation 
special or essential. The vehicle can recover the original 
generation as long as enough independent pieces are 
collected. Accordingly, it need not be considered whether 
specific pieces of one generation are prefetched on the APs 
but only need to determine how many pieces from each 
generation are prefetched, satisfying the constraint of total 
prefetch volume.  
 
In fact, for the vehicle which triggers the prefetching, the 
process of content selection is simple: i.e. prefetching the 
pieces that are disjoint with the ones the requesting vehicle 
has collected already. A pair of pieces is “disjoint” then they 
are either independent piecein the same generation or 
belonging to different generations. However the prefetched 
data is expected to satisfy the demands of other vehicles 
passing by later with the aim of increasing the information 
utility of each of the prefetched content and saving on the 
system resources. Naturally, prefetching pieces from the 
generation with smaller RankSum would result in a lower 
probability that these prefetched pieces duplicate with other 
pieces stored in the locality. 
 
4. Secure Mechanism for Content Distribution 
 
The proposed technique allows the users to register with the 
RSUs online (through the Internet) before they initiate 
connection to the RSUs from their vehicle and after 
registration; the RSUs get a master key (Km) from a trusted 
authority (TA) for the user. The vehicle users get their Km 
the first time they connect to an RSU. A novel algorithm that 
uses the password of users to securely transfer their Km is the 
main part of secured mechanism. Km is used to encrypt the 
initial packet key, which is assigned to the user at the 
beginning of each session. Each RSU has a secure connection 
to a database server that stores the RSUs’ private 
information. Moreover, each RSU will be monitored by a 
TA, which, upon detecting a malicious behavior from the 
RSU, will isolate it from the network by informing other 
RSUs, which consecutively inform vehicles that are being 
connected to them. RSUs and Vehicles exchange messages 
using unicast when they are within direct range depending on 
the network-layer routing protocol. An efficient routing 
protocol transfers messages between a vehicle and an RSU 
(and vice versa) through other vehicles in a reliable manner. 
 
5. Symbol Level Network Coding (SLNC) 
 
Since compared with conventional packet-level network 
coding (PLNC), Symbol-level network coding (SLNC) 

performs network coding on smaller symbols, which refers to 
a group of consecutive bits within a packet, it is used. By 
recovering correctly received symbols from erroneous 
packets, SLNC reduces the impact of lossy links and packet 
collisions. By improving the utility of each transmission it 
also reduces the total number of transmissions. 
 
6. Experimental Results 
 
The proposed mechanism is implemented in NS2 simulator 
and the communication between APs and vehicles and 
between vehicles is shown in the screen shots of figures2 and 
3 respectively. 
 

 
Figure 2: AP -Vehicle communication 

 

 
Figure 3: Vehicle-vehicle communication 

 
As a promising scenario, a highway with bidirectional traffic 
is considered. At one end of the road, an AP is deployed, 
which continuously broadcasts contents about its local traffic 
condition to all the vehicles driving towards it for providing 
intelligent navigation. The performance of the system is 
evaluated by using parameters such as downloading rate and 
backhaul traffic. 
 
Download rate is the average download throughput (in Kbps) 
perceived by vehicular users driving across the deployed 
APs. The graph in figure 4 gives the downloading rate 
comparison between the existing and proposed system. It is 
well observed that the proposed system has high download 
rate compared to the existing system. 
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Figure 4: Comparison of download rate 

 
Backhaul traffic is defined as the average data amount per 
second (in Kbps) flowing into each AP through backhaul link 
during the simulation. Backhaul traffic introduced by 
prefetching service is expected to be as low as possible to 
avoid overloading the APs and the saved bandwidth can be 
exploited to include more data services. The following graph 
of figure 5 gives the Backhaul traffic comparison between the 
existing and proposed system. In this graph, x axis represents 
active vehicle users (%) and y axis, the Backhaul traffic 
(kpbs). The proposed system has low Backhaul traffic 
compared to the existing system. 
 

 
Figure 5: Comparison of Backhaul traffic 

 
7. Conclusion 
 
In this paper, a cooperative content distribution system for 
vehicles (CCDSV) through infrastructure APs is presented to 
achieve efficient cooperation among the network of APs so 
that vehicular users can effectively utilize the 
opportunistically encountered and short-lived AP 
connections. A structure called contact map is maintained 
distributedly on top of the APs, learning and predicting the 
potential vehicle-AP contacts. With the representative-based 
scheme, CCDSV carefully selects the ones from the predicted 
set of look ahead APs to perform prefetching so that 
overloading AP’s backhaul link and ejecting the 
prefetched/cached data is avoided. In addition, an efficient 
mechanism to provide security for vehicular content 
distribution and privacy to the vehicular user is included. 
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